Axial and tangential thickness shear vibrations of a circular cylindrical piezoelectric shell of monoclinic crystals are studied. The problems are solved analytically, and the frequency equations are derived. For a cylinder made of a rotated Y-cut quartz, the resonant frequencies are computed numerically, and it is shown that they approach that of a flat plate as the inner radius of the cylinder of finite thickness approaches infinity.
Did=O, -h<x2<h,
r2i= 0, qb= 0 at x 2 = _+ h,
where Tq = Cij•tSkt-ekiiE•,
Dr = e ijkS jk + •ijE j ,
Si• = «(uid + u/.i),
Ei= -q•,i ,
In Eqs.
(1)-(7) and hereafter, Tq, u•, Di, Siy , and E i are the components of the stress 'tensor, mechanical displacement, electric displacement, the strain tensor appropriate for infimtesimal deformations, and the electric field, respectively, p and •b the mass density and the electric potential, and eqt, and eq the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants, respectively. Furthermore 
III. TANGENTIAL THICKNESS SHEAR VIBRATIONS OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL
We now study the tangential thickness shear vibrations of a cylindrical shell made of a monoclinic crystal aligned as shown in Fig. 3 wherein the coordinate system is also de- We have studied analytically the axial and the tangential thickness shear vibrations of a circular cylindrical piezoelectric shell, and have computed the first four resonant frequencies for a rotated Y-cut quartz shell.
